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Michael Aram • C198
Meandering vines, semiprecious stones, Austrian crystals and snail finials are 
magical embellishments in the stainless steel Enchanted Garden Collection.
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ON THE COVER:

FIRST LOOK is produced by Nine Muses Media LLC for Las Vegas Market. Las Vegas Market is owned and 

managed by International Market Centers, L.P., the world’s largest operator of premier showroom space 

for the furnishings, home decor and gift industries. No part of this publication may be reproduced in 

whole or part without prior permission of the copyright holder. Opinions expressed in FIRST LOOK are not 

necessarily those of Nine Muses Media LLC or IMC. All images are supplied at the owner’s risk.

Be sure to follow FIRST LOOK during 
market on Pinterest. Find the Winter 

2016 FIRST LOOK boards at:

pinterest.com/LasVegasMarket 

Products featuring this 
stamp are included in the 
FIRST LOOK vignettes, 
which are located in the 
Atrium of WMC Building B.

It’s a new year, which means new products, new tenants and new 
showrooms—literally thousands of new reasons to shop at Las Vegas 
Market, Jan. 24-28. For starters, The Pavilions at Las Vegas Market 

temporaries have doubled for Winter 2016. Find more than 430 brands across all 
product categories, including sections dedicated to better-end gifts; housewares; 
antiques and vintage discoveries; a juried luxury home furnishings showcase; and 
handmade objects and wares.

Several furniture and better decor brands are making their debut throughout 
the World Market Center campus; dozens of companies have relocated and/or 
expanded their showroom space as well. Growth continues in the outdoor and 
casual furnishings section, too, with a robust tenant base that o� ers products for 
lounging, dining and entertaining outdoors.

Las Vegas Market’s FIRST LOOK chronicles the excitement in several ways: 
this publication, of course; a presentation by FIRST LOOK curator Julie Smith 
Vincenti (Monday, Jan. 25, at 10 a.m., WorldView on Sixteen), and thematic 
product vignettes. This season’s displays, located in the Atrium of Building B, kick 
o�  with “The New Bohemians,” a causal, yet curated, living space for Millennials. 
“Modern Romance” presents a bridal vanity room that mixes gold fi nishes and 
shades of gray. “Pretty, Please” delights with lush fl orals. Lastly, “Mix Masters” 
showcases a hospitality lounge where drama and intrigue abound.

It’s Las Vegas Market after all … get your shop on now!

Manhattan Comfort • B718
Vibrant storage cabinet.

Fresh Frances • P1-1613
Boxed Thank You notes.

Four Hands • A140
Adeline iridescent glass and 
gold leaf iron chandelier.

Thibaut • A130
Danube ikat stripe wallpaper in pink.
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PAIR BONDING 
PANTONE® forecasts softer 
color for 2016 with a one-
two punch. Early-to-market 
brands illustrate the kindred 
relationship between co-colors 
of the year, Rose Quartz 13-1520 
and Serenity 15-3919.

Q Squared • C676
The new Palazzo Collection whispers everyday dining 
in a combination of soft pink and shades of blue.

Surya • C400
Kumo cotton pillow comes with 
either a down or polyester filler.



CALM DOWN
Gray-kissed white earns top billing in 
incoming color trend reports. Benjamin 
Moore’s Simply White (OC-117) and 
Sherwin-Williams’ Alabaster (SW 7008) 
signal desire for serenity, mindfulness and 
renewal in the year ahead. 

Castle Home Living • A934
Montreal is shown in a textured fabric called Geo White. 
The sofa is available in two widths: 85 inches or 97 inches.
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Omnia Leather • A256
Essex sofa with sectional seat is available in more than 400 fabrics and leathers.

Zuo Modern • B756
Providence tufted velvet chair is available in Slate Gray or Sapphire Blue. 

New Pacifi c Direct • A654
The stainless steel frame of Victoria chair has a rose gold 

finish; the seat and tufted oval back are covered in velvet.

STAY PUT
Time-tested tufting holds up on 
both modern and vintage forms.



Omnia Leather • A256
Essex sofa with sectional seat is available in more than 400 fabrics and leathers.

HStudio by Shlomi Haziza • A200
The 67-inch-high Luxe chair is available in custom fabrics 
and has the option of Swarovski® crystal button tufts.

Modway • B722
Panache sofa offers an updated Mid-Century form and a 
vintage vibe. It’s offered in six fabrics; this is Sunshine.
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LA BOHÈME
Star stylists entice Millennials with 
a curated take on Bohemian interiors. 
Here’s how to hit the high notes: nomadic 
patterns recast in au courant colorways, vintage 
embellishments and textiles rich in texture.

Chairtech Modern Furniture • B745
Sling chair is from the company’s new United Strangers Collection 
of modern, yet masculine, furnishings and accessories.

Jaipur • B424
From the Urban Bungalow Collection, this versatile 
wool flatweave is available in seven standard sizes.

Dream Spirit • C806
Debuts for 2016 include new glass photo charms and 
hand-painted bronze charms, and necklaces that mix 

both. Look for painted glass earrings (shown), too.

Meva Furniture • B162 
The 40-inch-diameter Allure cocktail table 
has a nailhead-embellished zinc top.
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Auskin USA • C524C
Alpaca wool cushions are offered in several 
sizes and colors; this is the ivory option.

Capel Rugs • A226
Valla flatweave wool area rug by Genevieve Gorder 
is shown in the Berry Leo Sun colorway.

Four Hands • A140
An update on the classic chesterfield, Griffon 
sofa tempts in a tufted plush navy fabric.

Kevin O’Brien Studio • P1-3204 
Hand-embellished velvet ovals float on the front of this 
linen pillow, which comes with a feather down insert.
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IT’S A LOCK: 
HORNS
New antler accessories o� er a 
dose of Lodge Lite.

Pacifi c Coast Lighting • A301
The new antique gold Caribou framed mirror comes in 
two sizes: 20-inch diameter or 24 inches by 30.5 inches.

DEMDACO • C996
The brand’s Lodge Living theme includes decorative accents, small furniture 
pieces and kitchenwares; here, a wine rack inspired by a deer’s rack.

Jamie Dietrich Design • C468
The artist’s one-of-a-kind Antler bottles are 
made from naturally shed horns.
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WOOD WORKS
Furniture designers captivate 
with impressive carvings.

Copeland Furniture • B660
Wave three-dimensional headboard showcases both 
design and manufacturing innovation. Choose solid 
American black walnut or solid maple hardwood; two 
GREENGUARD-certified finishes are available.

URBIA • B350
Radiance buffet presents carved oak doors in a 
sunburst arrangement. The base is black nickel. 
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OUT OF AFRICA
The textures, patterns and landscapes of Africa 
are lionized in the incoming safari trend.

IMAX Worldwide Home • A429
This boldly patterned elephant is a print of an 
original illustration. The black frame is standard.

Jaipur • B424
The sequin Yorkville is from the new Kate Spade 
New York line of area rugs and pillows.

GRACE & BLAKE • C468
Hoop showcases hair-on hide, so each 

18-inch-high stool is unique.
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Eastern Accents • A130
The Naya Collection presents a medley of earthy hues and exotic prints. 
Mogli faux fur throw adds texture. Also shown: Briseyda Sand coverlet.
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Dovetail Furniture • B159
Horn mirror is crafted from bone and sheesham wood. 
It measures 48 inches wide and 48 inches high.

Star Home Designs • C591
The food-safe Horn bowl is crafted from naturally shed and 
reclaimed horn material. The high-polished finish on the 
interior is contrasted by rustic burnishing on the exterior.

Capel Rugs • A226
Kahlo flatweave area rug is available in Raven, 

Sapphire and Smoke (shown) colorways.

OUT OF AFRICA
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Sidai Designs • C10-118, P1-2804
Maasai women in Tanzania use traditional beading techniques and upcycled 
materials to create Warrior leather cuffs. The thread comes from recycled grain 
bags, the boning is made from recycled plastic boxes, and the clasps are recycled 
aluminum or sterling silver.
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Indaba Trading • C591
A store display essential, the dreamy 

Angelie parasol transports its admirers 
to Bali. It’s made by hand in India.

SEEKING SHADE
Instant oasis: Just add outdoor accessories. 
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Gabby • B316
Antiqued white wood beads cascade in 

concentric layers on Etienne three-tier chandelier.

Made Goods• B349
Henson chandelier sports a graceful 
scale-like scalloped frame and bluish-
green tinted glass drops; together they 
evoke an underwater scene. 

OLY Studio • C454
The sparkling Isla chandelier is made 
of cast resin with a clear Icy finish. HEADS UP Ceilings never had it so good.



CHARCOAL STARTER
Matte black fi nishes showcase fi ne texture 
and mod form.

Adesso • A453
The 64-inch-high Jasmine floor lamp is comprised of 

three staggered slim poles, each topped with softly 
colored shades that cast a soothing glow.

HomArt • C625
The design studio introduces several cast 
iron pieces this season, including this 
retro cat trinket dish. It’s 6 inches high.
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Sagebrook Home • A427
A matte black exterior and gold underbelly gives this 

cephalopod its mod vibe. It measures 8.25 inches high.
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Gold Leaf Design Group • C502
A luxurious matte finish in a brown/black hue 
accentuates the fine texture of Raven porcelain 
vases. The small vase is 7 inches high; the large 
stands 10.35 inches high.
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SURFACE APPEAL
A winning combination for contemporary 
furniture: pair gloss and matte fi nishes.

Star International • B680
A white high-gloss lacquer is contrasted with chrome and 
walnut to create Monica buffet, part of the Ritz Collection.

Vig Furniture • B659
Branton desk mixes high-gloss white, walnut veneer 
and matte black legs and hardware. 
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Dynasty Gallery • C538L
Fantastical long-stem roses are frozen in time in 

these new 4.5-inch-high paperweights.

Villa Home • B680
Vibrant colors and classical patterns are garden 

variety in this season’s pillow lineup.

Phillips Collection • A202
Flower metal wall art is available in three sizes—the 
smallest is 25 inches wide, the largest, 62 inches wide. 
The finish is a glossy white lacquer.

French Heritage • C591
The hand-laid mosaic top of Roses drink 
table is shown; the bouquet sets atop a 
wrought iron base in a silver leaf finish.

PETAL METTLE
Fully-grown fl owers are thriving for 2016.
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E9 • C13-0612
A powder coated charcoal finish is standard for Sion modular sectional.

Oxford Garden • C13-1000
The company expands its Travira Collection this season to 
include deep seating and modular pieces.

Fermob USA • C464
The anti-UV powder coated frames of Bellevie sofa and 
armchair are offered in some 20 colors. The all-weather 

cushions are standard in the exclusive fabric shown.

LOUNGE AROUND
Backyard or balcony, poolside or 
even inside, simply styled lounge 
seating makes easy work of rest 
and relaxation. 
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E9 • C13-0612
A powder coated charcoal finish is standard for Sion modular sectional.
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DESIGN ALCHEMY
Lighting designers transform glass and metal 
into lamps and pendants with a cosmic, 
otherworldly look and feel.

HARP & FINIAL • A352
Monterey table lamp pairs a black nickel metal 
finish with a silver reverse-plated glass base. 

ELK Group International • A416
Oriona pendant sparkles with champagne-colored crystals. 

Laser-cut, bronze-finished metal bands surround the glass orb.

FLOWDecor • C533
Look for a range of evocative new finish and embellishment options including 
(left to right) patinated metal looks, black marble accents and a smoky crystal finish.
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Dimond Home • A416
Brunei floor mirror has an antiqued gold-finished 
bamboo-style frame.

Nima Oberoi - Lunares • C182
The limited-edition heart sculpture is made from 
gold-plated aluminum.

Alinea • C453
Abelle occasional chair features an impressive 

hand-carved mahogany back.

MODERN ROMANCE
For the big day and beyond: Bands of gold and 
objects of beauty fi ll this season’s bridal suite.
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Lady Primrose • C507
The Royal Extract Collection is designed 

with glamorous decanter details that make a 
special keepsake gift for the modern bride.

Mina Victory Home Accents • C112
Mr., Mrs. and & pillows announce new titles with bling. 
Each pillow measures 14 inches by 14 inches.
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WEDDED BLISS
Fanciful, yet practical, gifts help the new 
couple feather their nest.

Arte Italica • C591
Giuletta dinnerware presents a subtle sketched floral pattern 
in gray and charcoal. Safe for the dishwasher and microwave.

The Pillow Bar • C596C
Each 16-inch-by-20-inch embroidered pillow comes with a washable 

protector and a lavender sachet. Choose from three case colors.

Lenox Corp. • C180
Actual hand-dipped lace graces ivory porcelain vases 

in the Lace Collection. Three shapes are available; 
each 10-inch-high design is banded in 24-karat gold.  

Rolf Glass • C185A
Cupid’s arrow points out which Old Fashion is his and hers 

in this new set; there’s joint ownership on the decanter.
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IN THE PINK
View sumptuous bedding 

through a rose-colored lens.

Amity Home • C596H
Straight from Jaipur, India, also known as the Pink City: Gia block-printed quilt and 

pillow shams. Also shown: Petal Pink Caprice linen shams and duvet cover with 
10-inch ruffles, and Kiya, a white linen/cotton skirted bedspread.
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ENDLESS SUMMER
Custom furniture design stacks up to 
lifestyle desires and demands.

Jaxon by Victoria Richter • C394
Marrau Surf console showcases this furniture brand’s custom design capability; 
it was created for the staff of a Silicon Beach startup. It’s made of reclaimed 
Douglas fir; door fronts are tufted leather.
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BESTIES FOREVER
BFF + great gift --> BFFL :)

Yamazaki USA • P1-3002
Tosca steel-and-wood accessory stand holds an assortment of jewelry 
and watches—and even mobile devices for instant selfies.

Creative Co-Op • C712
Look for several gift-able ceramic novelties this season, 
including a saguaro that serves as ring holder.

Catseye London • C1065 
New luggage tags and cosmetic bags present the company’s 
signature photorealist imagery. Flirt plastic bag is 6 inches wide.

Lucky Feather • C1024
Emoji charm necklaces and stud earrings capture 
brevity of expression. Look for the Bridal Party 
necklace collection, also new this season.
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HAIR APPARENT
Cover your roots: Bud vase 
beauties get the job done.

Accent Decor • C124
Celfie vases are sized for small floral arrangements or succulents. 
Three sizes are available.
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KITCHEN AIDES
Colorful solutions for the home chef.

ALESSI • C190
Pulcina espresso coffee maker has a special heater in its 
aluminum casting that stops filtration at the “just-right” 
moment. It comes in three sizes and two handle colors.

Farfalli • P1-2408
UNO XL double-hinged aluminum and stainless steel corkscrew is 
available in black, red, silver, gold, copper and Sky Blue.

CapaBunga • P1-2509
Store it, savor it: The silicone 
Cheese Vault allows artisan 
cheese “to breathe” at the same 
time it wicks away moisture.

Coltellerie Berti for 
MATCH • C184

One side of the dual-purpose 
Nocciola serrated knife is for slicing 

bread; the other is used to spread 
condiments. It measures 11 inches.

AvoSeed LLC • P1-2423 
Grow your own: Place an avocado 

pit with the flat part down into the 
AvoSeedo tool, place it in a bowl of 

water and watch an avocado tree grow.
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RENEWED PURPOSE
Salvaged wood earns admiration from 
shoppers who seek storied home furnishings.

The Olde Mercantile • A256
The company uses salvaged wood that dates back to the late 1880s to create 

designs such as Lancaster cocktail table. All of the antiquing, patina, saw marks, 
nail holes and mineral stains are unique to each piece of furniture.

Guildmaster • A416
This new mirror made from reclaimed wood 
showcases a spectrum of wood stains. 
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LH Imports • B750
D-Bodhi wall boxes are made from reclaimed Javanese teak and sold in 
various sizes and finishes.

Dovetail Furniture • B159
The 72-inch-wide Grant sideboard is made 
from recycled elm that’s contrasted with 
brushed stainless steel.

F.T. Renner Co. • C777 
Angel Wings by Dryads Dancing is made by hand 
in the United States from the salvaged molding 
strips of dismantled houses. The wing width is 
35 inches. It is sold individually or as a pair.

Guildmaster • A416
This new mirror made from reclaimed wood 
showcases a spectrum of wood stains. 



WELCOME 
RECEPTION
Cozy up to transitional fi nishes. 

Alpine Furniture • A500
Remington bedroom furniture with shutter door 

fronts and antique oak finish crosses several style 
genres, from Coastal Casual to Lodge Lite.
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WELL SAID
Gift-able reminders keep dreams and 
goals front and center in 2016.

Face to Face Designs• C591, C598
I Have A Dream word board measures 33 inches wide.

Gratitude LLC  • P1-1502
This is one of 17 new artful designs printed on wood 
panels that can sit on a shelf or hang on a wall.Conscious Ink • C806

The company’s temporary tattoos are sold in 
thematic packs of eight different text designs, 
or as multiples of a single message.

Eccolo • C1024
Take a memo with golden wire-bound 

pads designed with sturdy kraft 
covers and lined pages.

Blossom Bucket • C829, C891
This new wall box sign never lets you forget to Dream Big.



MIX MASTERS
What to serve at cocktail hour: embellished 
glassware, artful decanters and cool bar tools.

Studio A – A Global Views  Company • A153
Web double Old Fashions are hand-blown by Polish glass 
artisans who swirl thin streams of molten glass on each form.

Moda Dora/ Bianci Group  • C591
Extraordinary embellishment is a signature of 

the Vanderpump Beverly Hills Collection, 
a barware line designed by reality TV star 

and hospitality doyenne Lisa Vanderpump.

Dynasty Gallery • C538L
Tiny air bubbles create a shimmery, 

metallic effect on Rotondo Dusty 
Blue decanters. Heights are 9.25 

inches and 11.75 inches. 

Harold Import Co. • C1112B
The new 12-inch cocktail mixing spoon easily 
reaches the bottom of tall glasses and pitchers. 
It’s 18/8 stainless steel and dishwasher-safe.
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Vagnbys Design & Living • P1-2408
Liquids contained in Light frosted glass carafe 
receive a magical glow, because the base has a 
lithium battery-powered LED device.
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TIDAL WAVES
Freeform shapes and a suede-like frosted 
finish achieve a high-water mark.

Annieglass  • C507
Monterey Bay tide pools inspired glass artist Annie 
Morhauser to create her Anemone and elongated Hydra 
indigo glass vessels. The former is offered in two sizes.
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HAVE A BALL
What’s the big idea? 
Super-size party decorations! 

Meri Meri • C1024
Giant Confetti balloons are sold as a set: three transparent 
balloons and a bag of pink, blue, neon or pastel confetti.



BOTTLED UP
Give hostess gifts that keep 
giving after the fi nal pour.
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DEMDACO • C996
First it’s a wine caddy, then it’s a mood-setting votive. The 13.5-inch-high 

container is wood composite with battery-operated LED lights.

Vincadi • P1-2408
It’s a greeting card, gift tag, bottle decoration and corkscrew all 
in one. Choose from the following five messages: A Gift For You, 
Happy Holidays, Happy Birthday, Congratulations and Thank You.




